Brave Indeed ©
America’s citizens elected or not, are firmly divided between good and evil. Roe v. Wade
left no common ground! Stark reality of the fundamental conflict of human life between
being legally protected or legally destroyed for power and profit. America’s Supreme
Court, brave indeed, removed legal protection from our most defenseless national
treasure, our unborn. Evil and those who are were swift to profit politically and financially
from a commercial death dealing industry which has destroyed millions of voiceless human
beings.
America, brave indeed, destroyed the sanctity of the womb in 1973 and gave evil a firm
fatal grip on Americas soul! Evil and those who are proceeded to destroy all else once
considered sacred.
Brave indeed, “Church” and “State” as well as America’s citizens who are co-conspirators
in this evil carnage. The citizens, heard no militant righteous moral outcry from their
“church” and those politicians claiming to be religious but pro-choice became a tolerated
public scandal. Conscience assuaged, the citizens empowered the “state” through elections,
immoral politicians who promoted this evil.
America, brave indeed, to turn on those who became voiceless, who needed protection
and found none for 44 years!
Brave indeed, evil and those who are; very happy to proclaim as “settled law” Roe v.
Wade. as we approach 60 million exterminated who will never share their joy!
De-funding Planned Parenthood of federal funds will not put them out of business. It would
not stop them from doing abortions of our only national treasure, human life, because to
stop would truly put them out of business regardless of any devious claims to the contrary.
Cecile Richards, their CEO, brave indeed, is “proud to do abortions”!
Brave indeed to forget that every one of us was alive at every moment before our birth, in
our mother’s body and deny the same inalienable rights we claim, to our unborn!
Trusting those vehemently denying a freedom to be born and assuming they care about our
freedom, brave indeed.
Brave indeed to tolerate a relentless diabolical evil that never sleeps, and think America
will survive.
Brave indeed to believe that God’s patience with evil is infinite! It is not!
Those defenseless we failed, will surely be at our Lord’s right hand at the final judgement.
Indifferent or hostile to the pro-life message and unrepentant? Brave indeed!
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